
In the Fall semester, I embarked on a research project for my Chinese Art and 

Visual Culture course. Contrary to the traditional research paper, my assignment was to 

design a dream exhibition of Chinese art. As an Art History major, the act of organizing 

an exhibition is complicated by the unfortunate truth that viewing artworks in person 

(especially when the relevant pieces are in Taiwan) is often not possible. However, 

through the myriad of resources at Fondren — notably, the Brown Fine Arts Library — I 

was able to complete an exhibition proposal of works that showcase the artistic dialogue 

between China and Tibet. 

 During the initial stages of the project, my professor, Dr. Shih-shan Susan 

Huang, recommended two books (Lost Empire of the Silk Road: Buddhist Art from 

Khara Khoto and Latter Days of Law: Images of Chinese Buddhism) through a Fondren 

Item Report. I was pleasantly surprised to receive the reports, forwarded by Fondren 

Library, in my email inbox. The inclusion of a call number expedited the research 

process, and I’m grateful that this feature allowed my professor to directly share sources 

with her students.  

 The Brown Fine Arts Library provided a multitude of sources, including exhibition 

catalogues, that I referenced in my exhibition. If I was unable to access a book, ILLIAD 

was available to receive the text from another institution. In addition to these resources, 

I utilized JSTOR, as well as the organized list of indexes available on the Brown Fine 

Arts Library website, for academic journal articles. Correspondingly, ARTSTOR granted 

me access to detailed images of artworks such as the Vajrabhairava Mandala from the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art. When the artwork was unavailable on ARTSTOR, I was 



able to use the high-resolution scanners on the first floor of Fondren to compile images 

for my exhibition appendix. 

 During the course of my research, I was introduced to the Woodsen Center 

through a class assignment: to view a painted reproduction of The Dream of the Red 

Chamber, a novel from the Qing Dynasty. I hadn’t had the opportunity to view a Chinese 

painted manuscript in person, and as I flipped through the pages, I was astounded by 

the palette and the artist’s attention to detail. Because many of the artworks in my 

exhibition are dated to the Qing Dynasty, the ability to view this piece from the Woodsen 

Center was invaluable in my understanding of this art historical period.  

 As important as the databases and scanners were to my project, I wouldn’t have 

been able to write my research paper without assistance from the staff at Fondren. 

During one particularly stressful evening, in which I was nearly brought to tears in 

desperate search for text written in Chinese, Nyssa Juneau from the circulation desk 

combed through the maze of stacks with me to find the book. I am indebted to the 

Fondren staff — and their patience even as a paid my overdue fees — for the completion 

of Exchanges: Artistic Dialogues Between Tibet and China.  

 


